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The legend of the werewolf is as old as man himself. From Ed and Lorraine Warren, the world's

most famous demonologists, comes perhaps their most incredible and horrifying case: the true story

of William Ramsey, whose bizarre seizures terrified the English town of Southend-on-Sea. Believing

Ramsey to be a victim of demonic possession, the Warrens arranged for the rite of exorcism to be

performed. Not since the exorcist shocked the nation has there been such a such a horrifying

account of a supernatural battle between good and evil within the soul of one human. Don t miss the

Warrens' blockbuster films The Conjuring and Annabelle (in theaters October, 2014.) Books by Ed &

Lorraine Warren also include Graveyard, Ghost Hunters, The Haunted, In a Dark Place, and Satan's

Harvest.
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I love reading the case files of Ed & Lorraine Warren! The first one I read was "The Demonologist",

which I had years ago when I was in school. I was fascinated with the tales in there and it was

where I was first introduced to "Annabelle."These new editions are much better than the versions I

had in the past, with cleaner print, easier on the eyes. Several have photos that are much more

clear than some of the previous editions.I am so glad these books are back in print, and in a

pleasant, matching collection. Be sure to get all of them, and be ready for many chilling nights

reading the spooky stories that will give you lots of restless sleep. :)

It read more like a text book than a story -- no character development, mood setting,



foreshadowing.... I suppose that was because it sounded more credible without literary devices.

However it left me questioning why he was acting like a werewolf -- what made the demon decide to

possess him in that way? And why did it choose him -- in other books about the Warrrens, they said

one has to invite the demon in (like with a ouija board) but this book didn't say that.

Ed & Lorraine Warren have done it again., A great story of one man's struggle for his life,body,soul

and spirit. I would highly recommend this book to everyone.I couldn't put it down. 5 Stars!!!Daniel H.

Lantz

We all would like to think stories work as Hollywood films. Life is rarely that much of a blow by blow.

This, however, is the true story of heroes. If you know anything about possessions and the occult,

then this is a cut and dry case. Remember, the greatest trick the devil ever pulled is to convince

people he didn't exist. Dealing with spirits enters the roam that is naturally obscure. As humans we

make the mistake of looking for absolute proof. There is no such thing, particularly on demand. For

anyone that has had any experience with this however, and has done a little reading up on it, this

story is 100% true. Enjoy the read!

Always a good read from Ed Warren. You can get totally fixed on the story and feel a bit anxious.

Love the whole story and the writing.

I very much enjoyed reading this book. I have a great interest in the work of Ed and Lorraine

Warren!!!

Kind of pricey but I bought it and I am not complaining.

This is book that details a true story a man a his struggle with possession,this is a very interesting

book that is well told.I really enjoyed reading it an absolute must read in my opinion.
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